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KBIS 2018
Always on the leading edge when it comes to design, Atlas 
Homewares will unveil trend-setting new collections and finishes at 
KBIS 2018 that are sure to be show-stoppers.

OSKAR
Inject an element of fun into your design space with the Oskar 
Collection. Here, circular knobs and curved pulls compliment 
both vintage and contemporary decors. The knobs have grooved 
borders that add an extra touch of style, while the handles 
are notable for their smooth lines and coordinating ends. This 
collection has a wonderful versatility and comes in a range of sizes 
to fit any design circumstance.

KATE
Embrace the refinement of classic design with the new Kate 
Collection by Atlas Homewares. This elegant line brings a sense of 
richness and luxury to your design space that truly is befitting of 
royalty. The square pulls have a brushed texture with contrasting 
border that adds visual interest and a hint of glamor, while the 
complimentary pulls echo that look with squared ends that cap 
long rectangular handles with a graceful curve. 

BRADBURY
The Bradbury Collection delivers vintage style with a modern twist. 
Inspired by retro architecture, it features detailed nuances that 
make this hardware a true stand-out. We love the juxtaposition of 
curves, lines and angles, the exposed hardware, and the wonderful 
selection of knobs, pulls and handles in a variety of sizes and 
finishes. The Bradbury Collection has a chic industrial vibe that 
is in line with today’s trends but retains a classic aesthetic that is 
timeless and elegant.
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Warm Brass Finish
With the resurgence of brass headlining today’s hottest design 
trends, Atlas Homewares is pleased to add this versatile finish 
to a full array of décor options. With a golden sheen that is both 
elegant and inviting, Warm Brass o�ers an intriguing mix of 
retro style and modern edge that lends itself to a wide variety 
of design styles.

Atlas will o�er Warm Brass as a finish option in seven new 
collections that will be unveiled at KBIS 2018. A touch of Warm 
Brass is certain to bring a sense of glamour and luxury to any 
space, and is a welcome addition to the exceptional line of 
finishes o�ered by Atlas Homewares.Platform Pulls
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